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A Mach—Zehnder i ntsrt eroiiiBtri c "fiber- ontic gradient
hydrophone, for operation at 632.8 nrn wavelength, was
designed and constructed for testing in the laboratory. Two
.~d _ v'idual "fiber ootic hydrophone sensing coils with 10 m of
fiber each were wound and potted on an epoxy -Tiandrel and
their respective sensitivities were obtained. They then were
iV.ou.nted on a rigid bar. separated by 10 crn. to form a
e
J
; e^t hvdrophone. The sensitivity of the this arranoefnent
then was obtained in a calibrator which allowed the coil
ir tc be rotated 360°.
Since the laboratory i nter-f er offset r i c system was too
1 sr 3S to be used in the sea trial tests, a second interfere-
i. c fjVslsRii operating at 830 n?r wavelength, using diode
1 asers was designed and constructed. This was mounted in an
apparatus desioned and constructed for sea
trial , A sea. trial of a. standard Navy type E>IFAR hydrophone
was conducted to test the effectiveness of the experimental
apparatus* The results of the laboratory tests s.r^
suftifnar i zed and discussed and recornrnendati ons for further
studies 3.r^ presented.
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The concept o-f light transmi ssi on in a dielectric
medium, was first demonstrated be-fore the Royal Society in
1854 by John Tyndel 1 . Alexander Graham Bell, in 1880,
proposed use o-f light waves for telecommunications CRef.lD.
At the birth of optical fiber technology, more than fifteen
years ago, the light losses sustained in the fiber were
close to 1000 dB/km CRef.23. By 1970, research in England
had lowered this to 150 dB/km. In 1970, researchers in both
the United States and Japan lowered the losses in optical
fiber to 20 dB/km CRef.33.
During the mid 1970 's, advancements were made in
material processing, fabrication of optical fibers, coupling
devices, cables, sources and detectors. The loss in the
single—mode optical fiber is now as low as to 0.01 dB/km.
This is very close to the intrinsic loss expected, for pure
Si02 .
As technology matured it was found that optical fiber
could be used as a transduction element as well as a
transmitter of information. Various physical perturbations
may be sensed, such as acoustic, magnetic, thermal, linear
and rotational motion, strain, etc. ERef.43. Optical fibers
sensors offer the potential for increased sensitivity as
compared to mors conventional technology and may be
con-figured in arbitrary shapes. Additional advantages of
lightweight and low cost construction, contribute to the
fact that more than hO different types of optical fiber
sensors are now being investigated or s.r^ already in use.
These sensors range from simple on /off fluid level
indicat.Drs to the more sophi sf i cated i nterf e^ometric
configurations. The individual devices 3.r^ usually either
Dlitude ov phase ( i nterf erometri c ) sensors. In the
amplitude case, the physical perturbation interacts with the
oer to directly modulate the intensitv of the lioht in the
fiber. The perturbation modulates the optical phase of the
erent light in the fiber; using an i nterf erometri
c
system, the optical chase modulation is converted to optical
In Chapter II the theory of light propagation, phase
mcdul at i en = conversi on to i ntensi ty medul at i on , i nterf ero-
rretric sv stems and Gradient sensors will be discussed in
In 1977= the feasibility of a fiber actio acoustic
>ensor for underwater sound reception was demonstrated
Ref = 5 ?< 6 3 = Significant process has been achieved since in
:he areas of enchancement of acousto—opti c transduction
13
ii =ni=> cofnponent development and sensor packaqinq for
her optic sensor" CRef » 2 & 73
.
block diagraoi of a basic fiber optic i nter f erometr i
c
t is shown in Figure i. 1. This systein is an optical
srometer and has a laser source, input/output
irs, a sensor ar its, a reference ar-Ts, photcdetectors and
sdul at i on (signal processing) unit.
inp advantage of the intrinsic dual oath nature of
system, by usinq each arm as a separate sensor
lifferential design, a fiber optic gradient hydrophone
eloped and tested in an earlier chase of the present
CRef = 83= The qeometric conf r i qurat i on used is shown
The aim of research described in this thesis was to
age the fiber optic gradient i nter f erometr i c system
, S and 91= obtain sensitivity data in the laboratory,
in sea trial data, and comoare the results to those
lith a conventional oi ezoel ectr i c qradient
hydrorshone of the tvpe currently used by the Navy in
d i ?_ ec t i on a 1 sonobouy aoo lie at i on s >
T =i i r:P5.-
I . FORMAT OF THE REPORT
The following topics a.r^ considered in Chapter II: the
theoretical basis of the conventional gradient hydrophone
operation, the calibration of gradient hydrophones, and the






























Figure 1.2 Fiber Optic Interferometric Gradient Hydrophone
16
Details of the construction o-f the fiber optic sensor
;, a calibrator for gradient hydrophones, and the sea.
apparatus s.r^ presented in Chapter III. Specifications
instrumentation used for data acquisition, also &re
III. -he experimental procedures used to
a&lisn the characteristics of the system, data acquisi—
;n tecnni cues, and the results of sensitivitv measurement -:
i r o .--. -' :-.-'} ,- j, and Gradient hvdroohones sve: discussed in
ipter IV. Analysis of the data and interpretation of the
.. ts s.i~~e also presented in Chapter IV. Chapter V contain:
nd recommendations for further work.
is a copy of the computer orcoram used to oather
.nd process interferometer data for the PZT and fiber optic
tc!xH*nt *~s vdr onhones ^ Append i .s B lists data obtained for
s ele^nert fiber ootic hvdroohones operating at Hs~N^
_:..-."?
.-,element 632. S nm fiber ootic gradient
! mnf si n=: ri^.T p< nhf ain^n in a 5Ea trial
I FAR Gradient hydroohone.
II. THEORY
CONVENTIONAL GRADIENT HYDROPHONE 1
In many instances, i n-f or mat ion on the direction of
iciciencB of an acoustic signal is required, in addition to
;s acoustic pressure level. Usually this is achieved bv
le hvdroohones which are spati distributed in
'11 defined -fashion, e.o. = a vertical or horizontal line
rsy. The simplest of these directional s.fvs.vs consists of
pair of omni d i r ect i oal hydrophones that -form a dipole
msor the output of which is the difference of the
dividual hydrophone outputs. The electrical output of a
BSOBlectric dipole pair is proportional to the pressure
id field as described bv Mills CRef . 83.4- H= e=ilent of u n e
!
"'!.,Si"e cr 5dient hvdrochones have a dioole. or txoure-
t = directivity pattern as sketched in Fioure 2.1. henc<
b.vs bidirectional. Assumi no the hvdrophone size is
i compared to the acoustic wavelength A of the sound
the dipole response when oriented at any angle (j
3 an incoming plane pressure wave is proportional
o,a
The fiber optic gradient hydrophone considered in this
1 : pis chaote^ i summary of the discussion presented bv
18
£ = cos e
Figure 2.1 Directivity Pattern of Pressure Gradient
HvdroDhone
19
study is of this similar dipols type* Therefore, to
illustrate its operation, assume two small pressure hydro—
:.nn£i!:S s.re placed a small distance d apart, with d << \. in
a standing acoustic wave field P(x 5 t) , as indicated in
Figure 2=2. The dimensions of the two hydrophones are
assumed to be much less than the wavelength of the acoustic
field* The presence of the hydrophones is assumed to have a
negligible influence on the sound field.
Consider the plane sinusoidal standing wave shown in
Figure 2.3. The instantaneous acoustic pressure, P(x,t) is
given by:
P(K,t> = P sinLk::3e J wi: (2.1)
Pea is the peak acoustic pressure, k is the propagation wave
number k = 2 7T'' \ ? •-' is the distance of one of the
hydrophones from the pressure nodal point, (jj i s the angular
freguency of the acoustic wave and t is time. Using the
assumption sin kx = kx, for small values of kx , the equation
can be written as:
P(x,t) = P k>:eJWt (2.2)
As indicated, both individual hydrophone are a distance
x = d/2 from a standing wave pressure node (x = 0). The
pressure difference, A P between these locations can then be
ex Dressed as:
20
6 "angle of incidence
d —distance between hydrophones
MQ— free-fie Id voltage sensitivity
for individual hydrophone
Figure 2.2 Geometry Used in Deriving Sensing Characteristics
of Acoustic DiDOle (Pressure Gradient)
21
Figure 2.3 Pressure Distribution as Function of Distance
from Null Pressure Point
22
A P = P^c*/2 - P-d^2 (2.3)
AP = P kd (2.4)
When the individual hydrophones are equidistant -from a
pressure node, as assumed here, the pressure difference is a
max i mum. On. the other hand, if the center of the pair is
located at a pressure ant i node, pressure difference is a
mi r.i mum.
B. CALIBRATION OF GRADIENT HYDROPHONES
Usually in practice, pressure gradient hydrophones a.re
calibrated in terms of pressure. The sensitivity of a
pressure gradient hydrophone is usually given in terms of
vol ts/'mi cropascal (V///Pa), specified at particular
frequency CRef . i03. Plane progressive waves are specified
in the definition of free—field voltage sensitivity. Because
of the difficulties in obtaining free—field conditions at
low frequencies, in the present study a standing wave tube
described in Chapter III Section A, was used.
According to Mills ERef. S3, a free surface standing-
wave tube system satisfies the following relationships in
the ideal case (i.e., SWR = OO )
:
p = p sin kh (2.5)
u = (pD/Oc) cos kh (2.6)
p/u = pc tan kh (2.7)
here h is the distance -from the air—water inter-face.
Its is assumed that the hydrophones have negligible effect
on the standing wave pattern.
In this report, fiber optic hydrophone free—field
sensitivity is expressed in terms of mi croradi an/mi cropascal
(Zirad/jJiPa). And rather than expressing gradient hydrophone
sensitivity in terms of pressure sensitivity at a particular
frequency the fiber optic gradient hydrophone sensitivity is
expressed in N rad/// Pa/cm. The procedures to obtain fiber
optic hydrophone sensitivities a.re discussed in Chapter IV.
C. FIBER OPTIC ACOUSTIC SENSOR CONCEPTS
Laser light transmitted by optical fibers submerged in a
liquid medium may be modulated (intensity or phase) by
acoustic pressure variations. Only phase modulation of such
an acousto—optic sensor system will be considered here. A
retailed discussion of the theory of phase modulation is
presented by Davis, et al CRef. 73.
When an external pressure field (AP> is applied to the
optical fiber it changes the fiber s physical characteris-
tics. Changes can occur in the core radius, core length, and
the optical indices of refraction in the core and cladding
CRef. 5 and Ref . 63. The pressure induced changes of index
and of length cause an optical phase shift A CD given by:
24
A (p = nk D X C (i/n) (dn/dP) + ( 1/^ ) (d ^ /dP) 3 P (2.8)
where n is the optical index of refraction of the core, k
is the propagation constant of light in the fiber, P is the
acoustic pressure and S. is the length of the fiber subject
to the pressure. The pressure-induced length change id Jl /dP)
is the dominant factor at low frequencies for a free or
mandrel wound fiber.
Using a single frequency laser source, the time
variation of the electric field vector of the lightwave may
be 3 x o r essed as.
E<t) = E expCjEGJDt + A sin(GJ.t)3> (2.9)
where GJ«=> is the angular frequency of the coherent laser
source. GJ» is the angular frequency of the sound field and
A is the phase shift amplitude.
To detect such phase modulation i nterf erometri
c
techniques must be employed. The laser light is first split
and then sent through both the sensor fiber and reference
fiber, these form the i nterf erometri c system, and ar& then
recombined to give an intensity (amplitude) modulation prior
to detection by the photodetectors. The total electric field
at the photodetector may be expressed as:
E-r = E x (t) + E2 (t) (2.10)
Ei (t) is the electric field vector from the sensing arm
25
and E-zit) is the electric -field vector from the reference
arm (or for a gradient system, for the second sensing arm).
The intensity I(t) of the recombined beams is
proportional to the magnitude of the square of ET .
Neglecting terms that vary at angular frequency (jja and
2Gl) , since they are undetectable by the photodetector , I(t)
may be written as:
I(t> OL E x =/2 + E2= /2 + Ex'Ea cos0Jo (A)
+ 2Ei-E= sin(^)J 1 (A) sinCJ-t
+ 2EV E= cos(i).J 2 (A) cos2GJ.t
+ 2EY Ez sin0J 3 (A) sin3GJ»t + (2.11)
where Ei and E2 represent spatial vectors and make explicit
the fact that the polarization directions may not be the
same
.
Thus, from equation (2.11), the resulting intensity
function consists of a series of harmonics of the acoustic
frequencies. The amplitude of each successive harmonic is a
function of the acoustic pressure and varies as the Bessel
function of corresponding order CRef. 83.
These recombined variations of optical intensity a.re
detected with photodetectors to produce an electrical
signal. Thus the resulting photodetector current has
components of the following form:
26 .
oo
i (t) = i a CDS0C J <kx) + 2V J 2r,(kx> cosC2n (GJ.t ) 1 >
OO "=/
- ic sin0<:2 ) J 2r,*i <kx) sinC (2n+l) (GJ.t) 1> (2.12)
where J n is the Bessei -function 0+ order n, (7) 1 s a non
acoustically induced phase shift (which itself may change
due to changes in temperature, -for example) , k = 2 77"/ \ is
the optical wave number in the fiber, and x is the amplitude
of the acoustically induced optical path-length change.
27
1 1 I. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
A, ACOUSTIC CALIBRATOR
In an earlier study CRef. 83, an acoustic calibrator had
Peen constructed to calibrate fiber optic gradient hydro-
phones = However, this could be used only with the axis o-f
coils o-f the hydrophone aligned along the axis of the
calibrator. Since the gradient hydrophone now being tested
is a rigid structure with the individual hydrophone coils
mounted 10 cm apart it was necessary to increase the
diameter ot the calibrator tube. A rotating apparatus was
needed to turn the gradient hydrophone to vary the angles of
the hydrophone axis with respect to the acoustic wave vector
inside the calibrator tube. The new tube is made of PVC 1120
Type 12454—B and is 25.4 cm in diameter and is 56.4 cm tall.
The calibrator tube is mounted around the face of the
acoustic driver which is a USRD type J— 11 projector ERef.
103= To compensate for the water column a. hydrostatic collar
with a valve is placed on the bottom of the projector
assembly. The valve is opened and air is pumped into the
equalizing chamber until the air pressure is equal to the
water pressure on the face of the driver. This air pressure
is measured by a water filled U tube manometer mounted next
to the calibrator assembly. The complete assembly is shown
>8
Fiqure 3.1 Acoustic Calibrator
29
_Z-8 pni INTERFEROMETRIC SYSTEM
o test the feasibilitv of construct i nq and ruaaedizina
- nr^f >nt hydrophone for sea trial a laboratory Mach—
ider i nter f erometr i c system, operating at 632*8 nm, was
t construted. As indicated in Figure 3.2, it consists of
?1 i ufn~Neon laser supplying laser iiaht at wavelength
8 nm through a 2 X 2 inout coupler which divides the
- 1 -i nhf -. in+- naser i i g e nto tne two Tiber optic sensor arms. In one arm
the laser liqht travels through two sections of the
polarisation controller CRef. IIj and a sensor coil
drophone) to a 2 X 2 output coupler, In the second arm
\_
l
-s light travels throuqh one section of the polarization
c ontroller and is wound around a. Piezoelectric (PZT)
cylinder- and passes through the second hydrophone coil to
- 2 X 2 output coupler. The coupler recombines, the two
za3 outputs of the individual hydrophone coils, thus
: i?n --'- r t i n c chase moPulatxon into amolitude modulation
ir - - Lion. This amplitude (nodulated sicnal is transmitted
r i 8 iC'ticsl fiber to two ohotodetect or s (photodi odes) These
zonvert the recombined liqht into electrical signals which
- e monitored and recorded by the instrumentation package
as, described in Section G of this chapter. A photoqraph of
this interferometer system without the gradient hydrophone
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The optical source used in the 632.8 nm
srometer svstem is an actively stabilized, sinqis
incv . Hel i ufTi-Neon laser- . It is a Coherent Trooel Model
"he specifications are as follows:
3we?
Mr^rii ::4- rui-t-irrurp





ude Noise: <iOH.z — 10MHz) <_0= 2% (RfiS)
;ncv Stability^
[QF"t Term; + 1 MHz drift oer 5 rninu.te
inter va 1 ( . 2 ) PP
M
.ones Term? Fu.nda.fnental "frepu.encv varies by 5 MHz
per decree Celsius ambient ternoer ature
ber used in the 632= 8 nfT« interferometer system
is si no 1
e
—mode "fiber ootimized "for a
us consx.ru
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TYPICAL SPECTRAL ATTENUATION - SINGLE MODE OPTICAL FIBER
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406 /im
6.55 dB/Km at 632=8 nm
^k "~ ™ .-P —
ss purposE o*f a 3 dB couplEr is to spl it the 1 1 oht
itD the arms of the interferometer of to recombine
cau.sincj the lioht from the two arms to interfere
:DLit fibers and on the -face of a Dhotodetector * The
2 X 2 si no 1
e
—mods couplers used in the I ah or at or v
leter were manufactured by ITT. The specifications
+ arfn;
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4. Pi HZDslsctri c Phase Shifter
The phase shifter consists of a lead z i rconate- 1 s=*.d
titanate (PZT) cylinder, Channel Industries Type 5500,
around which the -fiber is tiqhtly wrapped- The cylinder is
3.8 cm long by 3.8 cm outer diameter with wall thickness of
0=32 cm = By wrapping 59 turns, corresponding to 7 m of
fioer =, on the PZT it was possible to produce a reiati veiv
l^rce optical phase shift. The shifter has a sensi t i vi ty of
ad/ volt. The cali Prat ion of the PZT is discussed in
Chapter IV, Section A.
3= Polarization Controller
A polarization controller, as described by Lefevre
CRef . 113 . was emoloved. This device is equivalent to
fractional wave plates of classical optics. The controller
u.: 3s the stress bi r ef r i noence induced by bendinp the fiber.
6 » ^hctocietectors
The photodetector s used to detect the optical outout
of the fiber from the interferometer s.rs Ciairex Tyne CLE*-42
They 3.r<B all silicon PN planar diodes with high
w dark current and fast response. Their
c
h
b.y~ b.'~ ter i st i cs s.^~e;
Ac x. i ve Ht~ ea
!
:— r , n r t Circuit Current
Open Circuit Vol tape:
Dark Current;
1.3 X 1.3 mm
35-70 /J. A













IN i ERFERDMETRIC SYSTEM
e sea trial itsel-f , a second i nter ferometri c
ain in a Mach —Zehnder corf r i qurat i on as indicated
3.5 was constructed. It consists- of two 830 nrn
rs either one of which cou.ld he used to supply
s Goes throunh critical fiber to a 2 X 2 inout
d splits the lioht into the two arms. The output
<ch hydrophone aoes to a 3 X 3 outDut coupler* The
>ler recombines the laser light and sends it out
fiber leads. The two fibers used on the output
= s cou.Dler go to two photodetector s (ohotodi odes)
,'ert the recombined light into electrical signals
mon i L or ed and recorded bv the i nstrumentat i on
: described in Section S of this chapter. A
of the system is shown in Figure 3.6.
wgr Pins iv-|— f=>
The optical sources used in the fc-30 nm interfere-
r system ^re Mitsubishi Type FU-21LD AlSaAs/SaAS TJS
reverse Junction Strioe) laser diodes. These were
lied with multi-mode fiber pigtails. These diodes emi \
















































































£»>; ceedi nn th^sshol d current. The I aser output level can be
tk : to^ed via a photocietector enclosed in the laser- diode
Dscksqe. Some othe^ "features ape: stable "fundamental
transverse rnode Dsci 1 1 ation , laser diode-fiber high coupling
ef ~ ' ciencv and lone life hermetic seal Each laser can
operate under CW or pulse conditions according to input
current, at case temperature up to 50°C. The specifica—
t ens are as follows:
?sr i al Nos =
:
_
: t p ut Power :
iter multi -mode:
i ber Numerical Aperture;
. 5 s i no Wave 1 en oth "
"hreshold Current (CW)
:
jO-'dtino Current (CW) :
Iperationg Voltage (CW)
;
i chr Input to Fiber (CW
54 and 66
3.2 mW
GI Type 5Q Z/m core
. 2
795—905 nm, typical 850 nra
30 mA typical . 50 mA max
55 mA typical, 90 mA max.
1.3 v t vpi c a
1
1 « 6 mW mi n ,3. 2 mW typi cal
The diode lasers reouired a special power suoplv to
i^rol and monitor the output current supplied to them. A
ematic of the power supply is shown in Figure 3.7. The
;de lasers were tested and the optical power output was
served and recorded acainst the inout current to verify
r spec i f i cat i ons . The results s.rs shown gra.nhicaliv i n
lures 3=8 and 3.9. No special effort was taken to control
? temperature of the laser other than oood heat sinkino .
40
-J- 12 Volt























































































































jh.ou.ld he noted , trial: according to the manufacture, at
42 (iiA, the light output changes at an average




•=* n+ f-^K i
riper bpec i •? i cat i one
The optical -fiber used was ITT single-mode fiber,





^ et orm -o « %
Nunencai Hcerture 1
-• r f= ' ; -, s rr>=l
Outer LT adding Diameter; 75LLm
r'ramarv Sheatl
becondarv Sheath:








2.07 dB /Km at . 83 Li m
e 3=4 is a sketch, provided bv the manufacturer of the
:<f the fiber, with tyoical dimensions, approximate index
'"action profile and typical spectral attenuations.
The fiber from the 3 X 3 output coupler to the photode-
teeters is multi—mode and in a cable containing four optical
fibers, manufactured bv Phalo Optical Division. The specif
i
—
ons a.rs a; DN5:
able Diameter


















. dB/ km @ -_ B2 LL
200-800 MHz km
a« Cduo 1 er 2 X 2
A 2 X 2 ITT sinqie-mode coupler was used -for the
coupler. Its specifications are as -follows:
oer No.











• n i (= r-
X ji- sinple—mode coupler was used -for
ts specifications are as follows:
Fi ber No.
:














:ne photodetectors used to detect the optical output
-fiber from the interferometer 3.rs= Clairex Type CLD—41
They 3.r<B all silicon PN planar diodes with hiqh
ty





~ ^* Y~~ 1 —. ; i f~ <^. —: F~ £1 ^ '. O I I nifis
circuit Current:





enperature Cosf f i ci en"
Response:. i " ^ T~: Q I- 4- y~
1.3 X 1=3 mm






. 2/./ degree C typical
. 9 1 fJLm
FIBER PREPARATION AND SPLICING
E-ctr si nc 1 e--mode and multi -mode optical fibers were used
: the experimental systems. The preparation for splicing is
Hilar for both. The plastic coating over the class fiber,
•uallv Hvtrel , must be removed by usinp a sharp razor
ade= The blade is placed at a very small angle to the
sating surface and the fiber is drawn to the blade to
fparate the plastic from the fiber. After most of the
M +-tne fiber is dipped into a bath of
us turns che remainmq piasCic into iei i y
46
ke substances The -fiber 15 then dipped into distilled
iter and passed through a menthanol soaked tissue wiper,
To obtain a. clean square end on the fiber it is then put
to a "fiber optic cleaving tool made by Thomas *<: Betts
'' o . The clean square end is necessarv to achieve a oood
1 ice. The ends of both must appear like A in Fiqure 3= 10.
The fiber was spliced toqether usino a. Model F'FS-200
;
r :es optical fiber solicer made by Power Techno! ooy
preparing the two fiber ends, thev 3.ve
>plicer and mechanically, as well as
A X 4- ._.
,
n *- 1-1 -f-
1 / - aliened. The optical alionment of the two fibers
eved by maximizing the laser liqht transmitted
the fiber cores at the output of the second fiber.
:aken to eliminate light transmitted through
This can be done by coating a section of the
>e output fiber with black paint. Then once the
; aliened, one is moved in aoprox i mat el v 1 IX m
to allow a small amount of qiass to melt and
i splice. The splicer has settings for Ramp
i me t A^c Tims and Arc Current and these must be determined
: :
•' cer i nient 1 y -for each pair of fibers to be joined. For two
ingle mode fibers of both 632.8 nm and S30 nm wavelength,
t was sKperimently determined that a Ramp Time of 0.2 sec,
!
.rc Time of 0.5 sec and Arc Current of 15 mA produced the
esc results. For sinole-mode to multi-mode fiber the











































3e successful tne core—to—core alignment
_ie measured
light should remain nearly the same after fusion as it was
": f n =
er the splice was made Scotch tape was placed over
ice to protect it from being broken by mechamca.3
:S. In later stages of development a splice r-srotector
tared by Sumitomo. Inc. was used . This consisted of :
iss steel rod, 6.35 cm in length with heat shrink tub-
a email diameter next to the rod and both covered by
piece of heat shrink tubing. This provides strength
B.rtBB. of the splice and orevents bsndi no/breaki no
.
"oohones consisted of looeelv bundled coils. For the
ient experiment a desion was needed to oackace the fiber
c Gradient hydrophone for sea trial = The desicn used
stained the toroidal coil shape CRef . SJ but an effort was
= to pot the coils on a mandrel in a way that allowed the
f.stic signal to influence the fiber without deoradedati on
:he sensitivity* The potting material used is a low
zositv epoKV* Stvcast 126c?3 .
Fabrication was begun by pourinq epoxy into a mold that
w ,--
2<b6 bddkv is made bv Emerson and Cuming
(Cladding aligned). Core misalignment
due to eccentricity of core.
<£EEEEEEIEE3> *
High loss splice due to core alignment.
(Core aligned, cladding misaligned)
Proper setting for minimum loss.
Proper fusion for maimun transmission.




no 1-6 cm in height, it was allowed to
e over a. two day period. This epoxv
then machined into a. bobbin shaped mandrel , with
+ £• . 35 crn outer diameter = 1 = 42 cm in heioht with
=99 cm in width and 0=20 cm in depth; as shown
12a* To facilitate winding, the mandrel was then
cvl inder with a second mandrel = The second
used to hold the inout and output leads of the
>-. 1 e with both mandrels was then mounted on a
mall motor which rotated at 3 rpm. A thin layer
. h er '_«. •=> '. ! t
;
onto the t irsx; mandrel . she motor
in and the -fiber was wound onto the mandrel to
layer of the sensor. A second and third layer
e added in a similar manner = After all three
on the mandrel an outer coat inn of fiber was
!
~i the oroove to the heioht of the wall of
-, > nrep vers of f ibs' we^e
el = bach mandrel has two meters of lead at each end. A
;Q r 3Dh of a finished mandrel is shown in Figure 3= 13.
G€
IRADIENT SENSOR CONSTRUCTION
632 = S nm Gradient Hydrophone
:inqle hydrophone sensitivities were
experimental runs in the calibration tube.































f— rn t *"i n arret er. ihe optical fiber was run throuah a
ts cenier wnere the
-fiber was brouoht to the input/output cou.Dlers. This formed
sensor coil portion of the Gradient hydrophone as shown
2 . 330 nm Gradient Hydrophone
After both single hvdronhones we^e determined to
have e~u.al optical path lengths. 7 m in each arm to within
2 cm. = thev were fused to the innut 2 X 2 coupler and
outout 3 X 3 coupler. Each individual hydrophone was wound
:
"
5. tef 3 on mandrel of 4. 13 err; in outer diameter and 1 = 27 cm
in thickness. The ootical fiber was wound on the center part
of the soindel which was 3. Si cm in diameter and 0.V5 cm in
wi dtn = These individual hydrophones were then mounted onto
-
. , -urn T shaped bar ? 10 cm apart, that accommodated
ih the incut and outout couolers on the too of T between
The ictic fibers were then passed throuah the bottom
cart of che T into a short Piece of tyaon tubmc. The S30 nm
lasers -multi -mode details s.v~e fused to the sinole-mode
fiber leads of the input coupler, one laser to each lead.
The output fibers from the output coupler, which B.rs single—
mode, were fused to multi —mode fiber which went to the
z notodet ec t or s = The entire hydrophone was dipped in a
plastic coat i no material to protect the various fiber






























G. INSTRUMENTATION AND DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM
The instrumentation and data acquisition system used in
both the laboratory and sea. trial phases is shown in Figure
3.16= Computer data acquisition was used -for portions of
data taking using the program in Appendix A. The Hewlett—
Packard 35F computer coordinates the peripherals, recorded
and displayed the data, as shown in Figure 3.17. The -follow-




The HP—S5F is an eight bit microprocessor that
utilizes BASIC computer language. The computer has as
standard 16K bytes of read /write memory and 16K bytes of
additional memory to give the system a total of 32K bytes.
The computer has a 127 millimeter diagonal black and white
electromagnetic CRT. A 32 character per line thermal
printer/plotter is part of the unit. Programs or data may be
stored on and read from magnetic tape cartridges. To
interface with peripheral equipment, an I/O ROM and an
interface card were added to Drovide HP— IB (IEEE standard
4SS— 1P75) instrumentation capabilities.
2. Synthesizer/Function Generator HP—3325A
The Hewlett-Packard model 3325A synthesizer /function
generator can produce three kinds of waveforms sine, square
and triangular. The frequency range for sine waveform is
from 1 mircoHertz to 21 mega.Hertz , frequency resolution of
1 mircoHertz below 100 kiloHertz and 1 milliHertz above 100
57















c alib ra tor
J-//
Projector
Figure 3.17 Block Diagram of Instrumentation System
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kiloHertz with accuracy o-f + 5X10- ** o-f selected value. The
output amplitude is -from millivolts to 10 volts peak to
peak into a. 50 ohm load. This model is -fully proqramable
through a HP— IB connection. For this experiment sine waves
o-f various -frequency and amplitude were used.
3. Spectrum Analyzer HP-3582A
The Hewlett-Packard model 35B2A is a dual channel
spectrum analyzer. This instrument has a. frequency range o-f
0.02 Hertz to 25,600 Hertz. The analyzer has a 11.9 by 9.6
cm CRT that can display two simultaneous information traces,
plus four lines of alphanumeric data giving measurement
conf r i gurati on and results. Frequency spans from 1 Hertz to
25,000 Hertz full scale allow flexibility in selecting the
portion of the spectrum to be analyzed. Spans from 5 Hertz
to 25,000 Hertz can be positioned anywhere within the
frequency range of the instrument to provide excellent
frequency resolution. The instrument's "front—end"
sensitivity ranges can measure and analyze from 1 microvolt
to 31=6 volts and has a dynamic range of 70 dB.
4. Qsci 1 1 oscope COS-5060
The Kukisui model COS-5060 oscilloscope is a dual
channel 60 MegaHertz instrument. Its vertical system
provides calibrated deflection factors from 5 millivolts to
-_' v _* i *_ :
horizontal system provides calibrated sweep speeds from 50
nanoseconds to 0.5 seconds per division. Trigger circuits
60
enable stable triggering over the full bandwidth of
the vertical system. This unit is used as a monitor of
signal from the LC— 10 and the optic fiber hydrophones only.
5. Digital Multimeter HP-347BA
The Hewlett-Packard model 3478A digital multimeter
was used to monitor the potentiometer on the hand rotation
device to obtain the appro;; i mate position of 632.8 nm
gradient hydrophone during the laboratory phase. It was also
usee to monitor the resistance of the heliopot potentiometer
on the rotating motor to qive the approximate position of
the hydrophone during the sea trail phase. The resistance
measurement range is from 100 microohms sensitivity to
30 fnecaohms.
6. Bipolar Power Amplifier PQW35-1A
The Kikusui model P0W35— 1A bipolar power amplifier
was used to drive the J— 11 projector in both the laboratory
and sea trail experiments* It can supply power from —35
volts to +35 volts continuously at 1 ampere. The Kikusui
will operate as a DC source, frequency response of slow
5 kiloHertz at + 3 dB or frequency response of fast 30
kiloHertz at + 3 dB. It has a 10 turn potentiometer with
which to adjust output voltage gain.
7. Digital Multimeter HP-3456A
The Hewlett-Packard model 3456A digital voltmeter
was used to monitor the voltage output of the J— 11 projector
during the laboratory and sea trail phases of the
61
experiment. For AC r.ffi.s. voltage the voltmeter measurement
range is -from to 10 volts + 10 microvolts with 6 digit
resolution and input impedance of 1 megaohm + 0.5/1 shunted
by < 75 pi co-farads.
S. Standard Hydrophone LC-10
An LC— 10 hydrophone, (serial No. 2167 in calibrator
and p-la. A695 in sea trial) was used as the standard
hydrophone for sensitivity determi nat i ona of the individual
and gradient fiber optic hydrophones. Average free field
voltage sensitivity for this hydrophone is specified by the
manufacturer to be -209.2 dB re 1 volt//i Pa.
9. Projector J— 11
A J— 11 projector was used as the sound source both
in the laboratory and at sea for testing the hydrophones.
Its operating range is from 20 Hertz- to 12 kiloHertz. The
maximum power above 100 Hertz is 200 watts. The efficiency
for the J— 11 is approximately —28 dB re ideal at 1 kiloHertz
and the driving impedance is 23 ohms at 1 kiloHertz. The
maximum depth allowed for operating the J— 11 is 23 m.
However, if the J- 11 is operated below 100 Hertz the
response characteristics change as a function of depth.
H. SEA TRIAL EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
The sea trial experimental apparatus was constructed for
testing the directional properties of the fiber optic
gradient hydrophone and for comparison with a standard DIFAR
(directional) hydrophone, The apparatus was used to hold the
J— 11 projector, a rotating motor, a four channel pre-
amplifier for the piezoelectric hyrophones and used to
support the hydrophones themselves, as shown in Figure 3.18
a and b.
The sea trial apparatus was designed for use on the R/v"
Acania. It consists of the J— 11 projector and a watertight
instrumentation package mounted on a rigid structure. The
rigid structure is made of aluminum U channel that is 2.26 m
in length and 0. 122 m in width. It has two cross pieces of
box aluminum bar that is 0.051 m X 0.051 m. One is 1.22 m in
length and the other is 0.61 m in length. These a.re
reinforced with a piece of aluminum bar welded below the box
pieces which a.re used to support the J — 11 projector. At the
opposite end of the U channel is a rectangular plate used to
support the watertight cannister which contains the rotating
motor and the pre—ampl i f i ers for the DIFAR phase, the S30 nm
lasers, and the photodetectors for the fiber optic phase of
the sea trials. To counteract the buoyancy caused by the
watertight cannister and maintain the apparatus horizontal
while submerged, counter balance weights of lead were added,
100 pounds. A detailed sketch of the top and side views of
the apparatus is shown in Figure 3.19 a and b.
The center of the J— 11 projector is suspended approxi-
mately 1.22 m below the aluminu m U channel and 1.69 m from

















Figure 3.19 Sea Trial Apparatus
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rigidly in place approximately 1.22 m below the aluminum U
channel
.
The motor is a 60 hertz 115 VAC Hurst synchronous motor,
Model 6A , that has a 1 rpm rotation rate and can be used in
the clockwise or counterclockwise direction. Attached to the
motor is a precision potentiometer made by Hsl innt which has
s -alu.e between ohms to 10 kiloohms + 57. corresponding to
7r^ :° rotation with linearity of + 0. 15 "A.
The pre—ampl i-fiers were used tor the DIFAR hydrophone
phase of the sea trail tests. It had four Burr-Brown 0PA111
operational amplifiers to boost the signals from the omni
,
-
-;e and cosine hydrophones of the DIFAR, a bender vane
transducer, and for the reference LC— 10 hydrophone. The
circuit for this quad—ampl i f i er system is shown in
Figure 3. 20=
A watertight cannister was designed and built to hold
the rotating motor and the ore—am^I i f i er electronics for the
DIFAR phase * and. for the fiber optic phase, the rotating
motor ? the lasers and the photodetectors. The main section
of the cannister was PVC Type 12454-B piping of 25.4 cm
inner diameter and 45. i cm in length* It had flat PMC
plates, 2.5 cm thick, for upper and lower ends. Through the
upper end two cables entered the cannister with 0'ring
watertight seals. At the lower end a 7.6 cm PVC 1120 ASTM
D— 1735 piece of pipinq was glued into the plate. This
allowed a. stainless steel tube to be run from the motor to
fa6
















the hydrophones, maintaining the watertight integrity o-f the
cannister while permitting rotation of the hydrophones.
Maintaining the watertight integrity was accomplished by
using a potting material and rubber tape at the bottom end
of the steel tube and around the wires that entered. The
steel tube can accommodate either wires or optical fibers.
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES AND RESULTS
A. INTERFEROMETER CHARACTERISTICS
Upon completing construction of the 632.8 nm interfere—
iiietri c system, shown in Fioure 3.2- a test was conducted to
check -for proper DDeration, Detailed measurements were taken
+
_o determine the arnplitu.de D"f the optical phase shift as 3.
function 0+ the drive vol tape applied to the fiber wrapped
piezoelectric cylinder in the reference arm of the interfer-
ometer . At the time of these tests on I v one sensor coi I was
i? eluded in the interferometer, i.e. referinq to Fiqure 3.2.
the sensor ceil shown in the lower arni was not included.
A block diagram of the instrumentation used for
3athering data with the system is shown in Figure 4.1. A
rs£ wave of variable amplitude and freouency f was
:=:;s >"stsu by the synthesi zer /f uncti on generator HP—3325A and
5H -: ]_ 1 sd to the PZT. A HP-35S2A spectrum analyzer and a
COS—5O60 Ki kusus oscilloscope were used to monitor the
output from one of the photodetectors.
Refer inq to equation (2.11) . the AC portion of the
chot odetector signal is proportional to a sum of Bessel
functions. To test the characteristics of the interferometer
the piezoelectric cylinder is driven at a fixed frequency to


















Figure 4.1 Block Diagram of Instrumentation System
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arirsDRics as the volt sob ape lied to the piezoelectric
inner 1= increased.
Figure 4.2 shows the r=m=s. amplitude of the fundamen—
7 2 ,",c, and 3"_cl harmonics of the photodetector output as a.
it ion of the r.m.s. drive amplitude when the piezo—
;tnc cylinder was driven at 1200 Hertz . This allows a.
3srison of the measured and theoretical maxima and minima.
the Bessel functions. For example, the zero ooint of the
damental for the Bessel function is 3.83 radians and the
harmonic 5. 14 radians. The ratio of the arouments of
=-e zeroes is 1=34= Comparing the experimently determined
iDelectric drive voltage required to the zero the 2" cl
to that of the fundamental . 735
\ is within 0.7% of the
predicted value. The sensitivity of the
zoelectric cylinder phase modulator at 1200 Hertz is the
id arpuinsnt of the zero of the Bessel functions 3. S3
i sr?s ana the drive voltage at the zero of the fundamen -
735 millivolts, i.e. 5.21 rad/ volts. Dividing, this by
length of optical fiber wound on the cylinder, 7 meters,
ids a. modulator sensitivity of 0.744 r ad/ vol t /m.
In Table 1 the voltages required to zero the fundamental
applied to the piezoelectric phase modulator
the freauencv ranae 100 to 2000 Hertz. As
e graph shown in Figure 4=3. the piszoelec-
relatively constant over this frequency
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= 743.8 < 4 . V6H X 1 —
3
) -f : r = —U.oocd
: data were least squares -fit to a straiqht line
.he f dI 1 owi na equations
743,8 - (4.963 X lO-3 ) f (4. 1)
s the voltage rsquirBd to zero the f und amenta!
,
n Table I . and f is the frsouency. Therefore, the
' ranees from 0.736 rad/vol ts/meter at 100 Hertz
d /vol ts/meter at 2000 Hertz These i nter f erorneter
tics 3.t~ e similar to those of the 830 nm svstem
h yiirnr.
solute "fiber sensitivity to acoustic pressure was
i ned bv !BS8.5urinG the acoustic ores-sure reouired to
hs i nter f erorneter outout when the fiber hydrophone
as e-ubmeraed in the acoustic calibrator. As this
s is Quite tedious and time consuminc a cornputer
lisc- data a.couisition was devised. The ca.lib?~3.tor
ic pressure produced bv the J-i 1 projector, was
sad in amplitude while the outputs of the fiber optic
- 10 hvdroohones were monitored. Usino the Bessel
ical curve as a. basis- the zero of the
ental of the fiber hydrophone output was appr ok i mated
following manner. Since the output of the fiber optic
hopne behaves like a su.fn of Bessel functions, satiation
. under computer control its fundamental was
red, as the 3— 11 drive voltaoe was incrementally
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i ncrBased =_ to find the approximate peak sfitpl itu.dE of the
fundamental. The computer approach employed was a -five point
parabolic least squares fit. A minimum of five amplitudes
were required to run the least squares fit. The five paints
were obtained by determining a relative peak and using the
two amplitudes on either side of it. The relative peak was
determined by: first, an amplitude being less than the
previous amplitude: second, taking the next amplitude which
must be less than the previous two amplitudes.
The following general equation was used for the
bz + c (A
§ere z was the J— 11 drive voltage at each increment. The
-II drive voltage <z„,« M ) , where the maximum for the fiber
•drophone occurs, was determined by taking the partial with
dA(z}/(3z + h
!> i. v X I t _!
z m «,M — —b/2a
(4=3)
(4.4)
where a and b a.r^ coefficients for the least square fit of
five measurements. To obtained the coefficients, the






i Qi vi ng
X-2 = 4<5=a - 2 § A. (4.6)
X-i - 5 2a - § b + c - A-. (4.7)
A.o = c - A, (4.8)
X> = 5-a + 8 A : (4.9)
X- = 4§»a + 2(5 b + c - A; (4. 10)
Sq -find the values of the coefficients a, b and c at which
Jf = is a rninimufr>c the follow! no conditions fnu.s holds
ax^a^io = (4= ii)
ax«/d>»i- - (4. 12)
3X =/ 3 c: ^ = (4= 13)
'osTibini no equations 4.5 throuqh 4.12 Generates the following
34§ 2a + 10c = 4(A-H2 + A_2 ) + (A-i + A-x) (4.14)
§b = C2(A^2 + A_3 ) + A^i - A_x3/10 (4. 15)
20§=a + 10c = 2CA-2 + A_2 + A*i + A_ x + A ) (4.16)
Subtracting (4.15) from (4.13) Gives:
(5
2a = C2(A*3 + A_2 - A - A* a - A-i)3/14 (4.17)
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LisinQ eaiiations (4. 14) and (4. 1£>) to +100 the coef -f i ci ents a
ana h. where Q is the J— 11 drive voltage increment, gives
z ma .- e quat i on (4.3) .
Since the Bessel -function is approximately linear about
the zero crossing, the output voltages were calculated -for
10% and 5% less than and oreater than the zero crossino
voltage using the following equations:
X(l) = INT<l = S73*z m« >< ) (4,18)
X(2) = INT(1.977*z m,x) (4.19)
XC3) = INT (2. 185*z m« >< ) (4.20)
X<4) = INT(2.2S9*z m. >< ) (4.21)
Linear extrapolation at the calculated J— 11 drive voltaqes
was then oer -formed to obtained the averaqe • which is taken
55 the intercept. The LC— 10 output vol tapes for the
respective J-li drive voltages were also linearly
BKtrspoi ated to obtain the aver ape !_C— 10 output vol tape at
the zero crossino.
C. CALIBRATOR CHARACTERISTICS
Upon completion o-f construction of the calibrator, as
described in Chapter III Section A, its various resonance
frequencies were determined These were at 218 Hertz. 432
Hertz , 517 Hertz and 683 Hertz. At these resonance
frequencies the positions of the various pressure maxima
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;d minima -were det er mi ned . These vi elded values for the
>eed o-f sound at each -frequency in the calibrator -for :
iter depth o-f 49.6 cm as tabulated in Table lie
TABLE I I
Calibrator Sneed o-f Sound
eouenc
v
6peed o-f Sound (cm/ sec)
~
! H 30 , ;>60
29 , 877
•=-.P"
ss values o-f sound sneed vield an average speed o-f sound
the calibrator o-f c = 28 = 600 cm/sec + 6.3%.
The standing wave pressure -field within the calibrator
examined using the LC— 10 standard hydrophones Its outpu.'
693 Hz = a -function o-f depth is tabulated in Table 111 =
J — 1 1 projector was driven at 700 mV. The l_C— 10 output
-=•: = Han +- H i- •<- K c-ripnt! he calibrator is shown Graphical ly in
"ig—lire 4.4. Headings below 37.5 cm were not obtained since
hey were not needed -for the gradient hydroohone sensitivit"
tertian o-f the tests. Figures 4=5, 4.6 and 4=7 show the
standing wave acoustic -field at the resonant -frequencies
i~i7 A- ~^t *? M *•* and 218 hiz rec=oec ^~ i ve 2. v
TO
TABLE III
Standing Wave Acoustic Field -for 683 Hz
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D. INDIVIDUAL SENSOR SENSITIVITY
The individual 632= 8 nm "fiber" ootic hydrophone sensiti-
vities f or- wsre determined in the calibrator" described in
Chapter" III Section A, The sensitivity of hydrophone #2 was
obtained while the i ntert erometer contained only the one
hydrophone coil in one arm and had a fiber- wound piezoelec -
trie (PZT) cylinder- in the other arm. The hydroohone coil
was positioned at the various pressure peaks at each of the
four- resonant f reouenci ss. The comoutsr oroorafs described if
section B and 1 isted in Aooendix A was u.sed to find the
s.oorox i mat e i_C— 10 vol tape output. i.e. the acoustic
pressure whprp t [-!p 2 n^e^^erorneter outDut nulled* The ou^du'
of the photodiode was sent to the spectrum analyser" HP -3582f
and to the oscilloscope Kikusui C0S3060 so that the
amplitude of its various frequencies component could be
fRom f.ored and recorded by the computer. The instrumentation
system used tor the data acouisition is the same as shown i'
Figure 4. 1 .
After the initial computer- data acquisition runs wp^p
itea data also was oDtamed oy hand at each caiior
nee to determine as closely as Dossible the zero
crossings of the fund amenta! and the harmonic of the
nht.Ai ri
i
interferometer outnut. A orach of such data octal nee si
Hz (with coil deoth at 40=5 cm) is shown in Figure 4=8 ai
also listed in Aooendix B= Computer- control eC data
y}
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acoui si ti on runs also were made at each calibrator resonant
"frequency to check the reoeatahi 1 i tv of the data-.
The sensitivity of each "fiber ootic hydrophone was
determined at the four resonant frequencies. Then a
comparison was made of the fundamental and the 2"^ har.moni 1
behavior to that of the theoretical Bessel function
characteristics of maxima and minima ratios. As Table IV
shows the ratio data obtained on both fiber ootic
Hydrophones #1 and #2 is within a few percent of the
exosctsd (theoretical ) values for the Bessel function and
independent of frequency.
TABLE IV
Bessel Function Ratio of Maxima & Minima
Hvoroohone Hvrirnnhnnp








i . --> / -1\Z-6S3 i 1 . 3440 1 . 7290
Vessel Function Theoretical Ratio o+ Minima
Max i ma
After the sensitivity data was obtained for hvdrophone ft'
hydrophone #1 was installed into the bv^\ with the PZT;
tnakinq the system an i nterf erometr i c gradient hydrophone:
The sensi t i vi t i 95 obtained tor both hydrophones #i and
#2 were different even though 10 m of fiber was wound on
each mandrel > The difference could be due to the fact that a
portion of the leads of hydrophone #2 were in the calibra-
tion tube during data acquisition for hydrophone #1. To
determine if the presence of the leads of hydrophone #2 were
baisinc the results of the sensitivity of hydroohone #1 -- all
but a few centimeters were removed from the water and hydro-
phone #1 was set near a pressure maxima (9 cm) for 683 Hz
.
^vdroQhone #2 was also tested in this manner to check for
consistency of the sensitivity when it was the oniv hydro-
phone in the interferometer. The data obtained by hand for
hvdronho.ne #2= as the only hvdroDhone in the interferometer,
was within 0.4"'l of that obtained when it was part of the
gradient hydrophone at the resonant frequency of 633 Hz
•
The LC— 10 output voltage at the fundamental minimum
which occurs at a optical riha.se shift of 3.83 radians and
the known sensitivity of the LC— 10 hydroohone s.rs comDined
to determine the sensitivity of an individual fiber ootic
hydroohone using the following ecuation;
M_ = M.
where Mi_c— 10 is the sensitivity of the LC—10 hvdropbone
lts/iutPa obtained from the manufacturer 's speci f i cati o?vo
LC— 10 at the fundamental minimum is the sensitivity
Q-f a fiber optic hvdrophone. The sensitivities of the
individual fiber ootic hydrophones are indicated at the four
calibrator resonant frequencies in Table V.
TABLE V
Individual Fiber Optic Hydrophone Sensitivity
Hydr"QDh Dne 1 \ Hvdroohone 2
Fr eo n€?pth o*f Nos. ! Avq
.
Std : IDepth of Nos. ! Avg
.
rz-td
Hyd from of ! !V dev ! ! Hyd -from of ! rV dev
5urface runs i/irad iUradi i surf ace r un s iUrad M rad
boundary !//Pa /IP* ! ! b oundary !pPa M F : a





2 i. o 3^.. i_ ! 10. 24 0.68 ! i 33. 6 2 1 1 1 . 96 0. /V
218 34 * 5 4 ! 1 . 93 . 60 J j !
218 • 35 . 7 ~y ! 1 1 . 60 1 . i 7 ; i 11
432 15.5 1 ! 12.24 1.44 ! i 17.8 1 1 i i-T)
432 16.5 5 ! 13.92 , 60 ! s
n -to
S 12.89 . 36 ! 1
517 •_> ! 15.57 0.15 s
!
I
! 40 . 5 •7 ! 1 "* jIA jL. e 26
517 14.5 "7 ! 17.25 . 22 1 1 j




683 9 . /I ! 14,76 . 29 ! J a crO m -—
J
-_j ! 10. 89 - prq.
683 9. 5 *? 115. 90 2 . 00 1 it
A83 1 . 4 ! 1 6 . 60 0.64 ! } i
683* V m Q 13 ! 9 . 05 1 . 42 ! i 9.0 •Zj ! 1 -~ 77 f~k 97
A83 *"""*' i 9 = 1 ! 10.54 _ _ ^ i] 9. 1 111. 60 -
* special set of data obtained while one fiber ootic hydro-
phone was not immersed.
** special data obtained by hand to acquire the sensitivity
of the fiber optic hvdroohones as accurately as possible,
E. GRADIENT SENSOR SENSITIVITY
The two individual fiber ootic hydroohones discussed i
Section E> were combined into a fiber optic gradient
•hydrophone as described in Chapter III Section F. 1. The
sensitivity of the Gradient hydrophone was obtained at the
39
683 Hz calibrator- resonant frequency- The gradient hydra-
phone was positioned so that one hydrophone was 5 cm above
and one 5 cm below the pressure minima with the LC-10
reference hydrophone at the minima itself. The instrument-
ation system used is shown in Figure 4,9.
The J— 11 projector drive voltage was increased, as in
the individual hydrophone sensitivity data acquisition,
until a zero crossing was located for the fundamental at a
narti i~ 1
1
frscjuencv. Since, the LC—10 cutout voltaoe
pressure minima was very low it could not be used in corn-out-
ing the gradient hydrophone sensitivity directly. Therefore,
the LC—10 hydrophone was moved to the maxima, 10 cm from the
water surface^ while the fiber optic Gradient hydrcohone
remained centered at the minima.
The output voltage . VLC- io, and the sensitivity,
Mi_c-io, of the LC—10 were used to find the pressure F>ms in
the following equation:
Pr-.
_G— IO-' ! =I_C— 1'
The peak pressure P,
following equation:
or Pm—>< is calculated from the
(4_ 24)
The maximum pressure gradient 7 P i= calculated from tl























Figure 4.9 Block Diagram of Instrumentation System
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V P = kPQ . (4=25)
or
VP = 27TP /\ (4.26)
where k = 277"/A is the wave number and \ is the wavelength
of the resonant sound in the calibration tube,
The sensitivity of the gradient hydrophone can be
calculated directly bv using the -following equation;
Nqh = 3,83/VP (4=27)
where MGh is the directly calculated sensitivity of the
fiber optic gradient hydrophone and 3=83 is the phase shift
in radians when the ores-sure Gradient is sufficient to null
the amplitude of the fundamental interferometer response.
The units of the fiber optic gradient hydrophone sensitivity
are LL rad/ LL Pa/cm.
The fiber ootic Gradient hydrophone sensitivity is
calculated indirectly by using the sensitivities of both
individual hydrophones in the foilowino eouation;
= <Cj6x - <fi^)/X7
sensitivity, GD % 3.r\<3 Q-^~z s.n^ the phase shifts in the
individual hydrophones, respectively CRef . S3.
The phase shifts can be calculated by using the pressure
value and the sensitivities of each individual hydrophone;
Q 1?
<£> x = P^*MM1 (4.
and
02 = P-*M» ( 4 . 3 )
where P-*. and h'_ are the pressure amplitudes at the
individual hydrophone location and MHa and Muz are the
sensitivities of the respective individual hvdroohones.
linear approxi mat ion at a ores-sure in the standi no wave
P* = V P<d/2) :. -0- . . -'. "!
iiibsti tutino sanations (4.30) « (
4
s 3 i ) and (4.32)
Mid = P* LMm + HH2 ]/Vp
and substituting equation (4.27) into (4.33) oenerat*
M 1D = CMM1 + MH3]/C2/Ak] <. ** . -.<
where ^ >. = d = 10 cm.
The directlv calculated sensitivitv "for the 632. S nm
i n ter -f er omet r i c "fiber optic pradient hvdrophone at 683 Hi
Mom = . 097 + .011 fJL rad / fl Pa / c m
.
The average value used for VLC-io was 12.46+1.24 mV.
values used for hLC-io and A was 34.67 X 10~"* mvV LLP
40.3 cm respectively-
a ana
the indirectly calculated sensitivity -For the gradient
hydrophone at 683 Hz is;
Mxd = 0.111 + 0,0075 /ULrad/fJL Pa/cm.
The values used tor the individual hydrophones Mm and MM :z
s,rs 10=54 X 10-3 /Urad//Jip3. and 11.60 X 10~3 /irad//iPa
respectively. The agreement between Mqm and Mid is well
within ex peri mental error.
The fiber optic gradient hvdrophone was examined tor its
ability to determine a direction of the sound source as well
as the acoustic level . Data was obtained "for the direction-
ality of the gradient hydrophone at a resonant frequency of
6S3 Hz in the calibration tube. The LC— 10 reference hydro-
phone was placed at the pressure maximum (10 cm) and the
* i hpr optic gradient hydrophone was centered at the oressure
minimum (13 cm) and then rotated. For each orientation the
J— 11 drive voltage was adjusted to zero the fundamental
component of the gradient hydrophone output. The data in
Table VI indicates that the fiber optic gradient hvdrophone
produces the predicted directional dipole response, as shown
in Figures 4, 10 and 4. 11 for separate rotation runs. The
vertical position of the hydrophone in the calibration tube
corresponds to 90° in the graph, Figure 4, 12.
F. ANALYSIS
The material used for the mandrels in the 632. S nm
i nt er f e-r omet r i c system , Stycast 1266 epoxv, was chosen for
its 1 ow v i scos i t y 5 mac h i nab i I i t y an d the mat er i a
1
TABLE VI
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Figure 4.12 Fiber Ontic Gradient Hydrophone Position
in Calibrator
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characteristics, i he elastic moduli were determined bv
exciting the longitudinal = torsional and "flexural resonances
of the bar made o+ Stycast 1266 spoxv. These resonances were
excited and detected el ectrodynami cal 1 y using the technique
of Barone and Giacommi CRef = 13 and 143. The longitudinal
and "f lex ura 1 yielded a Young s modulus (E) of 3.23 + 0» 10 X
10— "* Pa. The torsional mode yielded a shear modulus 03)
o-f 1. 16 X lO"* Pa. The standard theory o-f isotropic
elasticity yields "from these values a Poisson 's ratio ( 0" }
o-f :-~' . 3*^2 and an sver-^oe Bui -' modul us CO) o-f 4. ~7Q X 1 9 ^~ : E"
+ 6.5%=
From the definition of Bulk modulus.
B = A P/ ( A v/V) i 4. 34;
one obtains
Av/v = Ap/B = 3 A I /jt <-.-
where A X i s the change in any linear dimension X . There-
the change in the ienoth of the fiber (Ax) is obtained
rear ran cine e-ouation (4,36) i
A£ = MP/3B
For a pressure chance ct i Pa and a "fiber ienoth Gt 10
line chanoe in ienoth is 0.697 nm= The chance in optica!
j.lated using the following eguatioi
99
A(f) = 27TAl/\ (4. 37)
The c3lcu.I-3.tBd chanos in Dha.59 of the light in the fiber
imbedded in the spoxy material is 6.95 X i -3 r^ij , -For a
wavelength A o-f 632. 8 nm. Therefore, the calculated
sensitivity of the -fiber imbedded in the epoxy material is
6.95 X i0~3 LL r ad/Lt Pa. This value is within approximately
40% of the measured sensitivity for the individual
hydrophones. However, this is assuming the fiber is
uniformly surrounded by the epox~'. This is not the case* on
one surface the epoxy material thickness is small . This mav
account for the difference between the measured and
calculated sensitivities. This shows the epoxy to be an
excellent material for rupgedness and suoport while not
degrading the acoustic pressure signal.
Analysis of the single fiber optic hydrophone sensiti—
y can be compared to published data LRef. 6 and 83 ro;
Table V. typical sensitivities air^ approximately
1
—2
fJL r ad / LL Pa for 10 m of fiber. This results in a
sensitivity of 10—
3
jLirad/Lt Pa/m which is consistent with
earlier obtained results CRef. 6 and 8 j . This yields an
increase in sensitivity over a standard directional
hydrophone of approximately 14 dB CRef. 12 3.
In Section E gradient hydrophone sensitivity was
approximately 0.111 LL rad/Lt Pa/cm 5 which





Usina the equipment built by Mills CRef . B] , an
ustive data acquisition program was conducted to chec!
dsoth deoendencv of the fiber optic hydrophones in thi
bration tube. Appendix C gives a sample of the data
taken for a sensitivity run in the short (15=24 cm)
calibration tube. The frequency was varied from 100 to 20*
Hz in increments of 50 Hz with the >J — 11 drive and LC— 10
output vol tacee recorded. The LC— 10 output vol tape was
divided into the LC— 10 sensitivity i1LC_i times 3,83 radi<
then olotted acainst the frequency. Pi pure 4= 13 =
This testinq was conducted at several deaths in the
short calibration tube. The data showed no appreciable
variation wichin experimental ?=v~fov~ other tha 1^ the sliGn~.
shif tinp of the hydrophone resonant frequency.
G. DIFAR SEA TRIAL ANALYSIS
An analysis of the DIFAR data obtained durino the sea
trial test compares to that published in CRef. 123. The
DIFAR hvProohone3 has three oi ezoel ectr i c receivers encas!
in it* One is an otnni -directional hvdropnone. The other t>
!' so called sine and cosine) Bt.x~s -bender vane tvpe pradient
hydroohones. The sine and cosine each produce a dipole
pattern, oriented at 90° to one another.
The sea trial was conducted aboard the R/V Acania in
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Monterey Bay , CA. The aDp3.r~5.tu3 w35 lowered to a depth o*f
9 m at a location where the bottom was 100 m or greater".
DIFAR hydroohone was mounted on the sea tibial apparatus
described in Chapter III Section H. Figure 4.14 shows the
instrumentation set lid used -for" data acquisition. Appendix
contains a sample o-f the raw data obtained during the sea
trial test,
Data acquisition was restricted to less than 360° -for
each oart o~f the DIFAR hydroohone, to avoid tangling o-f t!
wires ^rom the hydrophones. The svstem was turned cioc^^i
and counter clockwise to prevent tangling. Figure 4.15 sh<
hP
.he cosine dioole oattern obtained "From a trsai ;9f=i i_ cl Tf e
.-'i if H i
to t
drive voltage ot / . 5 ^s.a and ancle with resp =
he J - 11 projector. Figure 4= 16 shows similar data foi
ie sine dioole oattern at 2000 Hz and 7.0 Vac drive
)ltage. Figure 4=17 shows the omni data obtained at 500
id 10.0 Vac vielding the exoected circular pattern. E-at
*s obtained for 250 Hz, 500 Hz, 1000 Hz and 2000 Hz tor
ires receivers in the DIFAR hydrophone. These tests est
shed oli?" abilitv to measure hvd^Dohone characteristics






























































































































V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECQMMENDAT I ONS
Fiber optic sensors have been under consideration, since
1977, -for use as hydrophones with hiqher sensitivity than
conventional pi ezoelectr ics. Using sensing coils in both
arms of a Mach -Zshnder i nter-f erometer a "fiber ootic
Gradient hydrophone was tested and shown to be useaPle as a
directional dicole hydroDhone= The sensitivity of the
i n t er f er omet r i c fiber ootic gradient hydrophone ccfnoares
well with that of a conventional piezoelectric directional
hydroohone Dresently used by the Navy.
The sensitivities of both the individual and Gradient
hydrophones comcared well with earlier Gublished values
[ Rp-f = A and 83. This was proven in the laboratory usina a
calibration tube that allowed the Gradient hydroohone to
rotate 360° =
An experimental apparatus was desioned and constructed
that proved to be capable of conducting sea tests of
conventional and fiber ootic hvdroohones= If suooorts an
acoustic driver and hydrophones plus any required
elsctronics. in a waterticsht canmster =
Further work is r soui red to complete the study begun in
this thesis croject= This includes testino of the 830 nm
dual diode laser Gradient hydrophone constructed in this
study- An alternative i nterf er omet r i c system should be
1 i)R
constructed to dscr8358 the nuidiber" of f ibsr to "fiber splices
(fuses) required: The addition of a polarization controller
iwithin the inter^Erofiieter is recopfrie^ded = toDEthsr with some
form of passive stabilization. These improved versions of
the Gradient hvdroD.hons interferometer systems should be
tested and comoared with DIFAR hydrophones, both in the








50 ! **************** OPTICAL HYDROPHONE ****************
SO ! **************** COMPARISON CALIB— ****************
**************** BRAT I ON PROGRAM ****************
UJ -_J
90
**************** PROGRAM "ZER01C" ****************
******************************************************"7 ,_i
97 !
j.00 ! Revision i - h Jan h^
101 ! Revision 2 - 10 Jan 85
110 DIM R(l 50 > , A ( 1 50 ) , X < 4 > , Z ( 4) , A7 ( 64 ) , AS ( 64 > = V < 64 '.
120 INTEGER I,J,K,N
200 i *** INITIALIZATION ******LIST 1010
204 CLEAR
210 DISP "This program controls a 3582 Spectrum Analyzer
a 3325 Signal Source"
220 DISP "to measure the "frequency response o+ a "fiber
hydrophone"
230 DISP "by comparison with an LC—10"
240 DISP "Press CQNT when ready to start'
250 PAUSE
260 CLEAR
300 I Set Sensitivity
301 '
310 CLEAR
320 DISP " SENSITIVITY CODES"
330 DISP "2—30V 5— 1000mV 8—30mV"
340 DISP "3-10V 6-30OmV 9-10mV"
350 DISP "4- 3V 7~100mv 10— 3mv"
360 DISP " "
370 "Choose CH—A.CH-B Sens.
"
330 INPUT Al ,B1
399 I
400 DISP "Enter initial and "final "fi
in Hz"
410 INPUT F1,F2.F3
415 DISP " "
i nuenc i3s an q stsp size
1 * n
420 DISP "Enter max i mum drive voltage in millivolts r.m.s."
430 INPUT A9
435 CLEAR
2440 N= INT < ( F2-F 1 ) /F3 ) +
1
445 IF N>64 THEN GOTO 5100
450 OUTPUT 717 ; "FLU AMI MR"
460 OUTPUT 711 ;"PRS"
470 OUTPUT 711 ; "AS" ; Al ; "BS";B1 ; "MN1SP10"
480 OUTPUT 711 ; "MD3MP125NU4AV4"
490 OUTPUT 711 ; " SC 1
"
599 i
600 ! ********************* FREQ- LOOP *********************
601 !
610 FOR 1=1 TO N
620 F ( I ) =F 1 + ( I - 1 ) *F3
630 OUTPUT 717 ; "FR" , F < I ) , "HZ
"
640 OUTPUT 711 : " AD
"






1000 1 *************** BESSEL MAX SUBROUTINE ***************
loo i i
1003 PRINT " "
1006 PRINT " ";F<D;" Hz DATA"
1007 PRINT " "
1 10 PRINT " J 1 1 ( mV ) OUT ( mV ) "
1020 J=l @ A ( 1 ) =D © R(0)=0 <§ R3=0




, A < J ) , " MR
"
1040 OUTPUT 711 ; "RE"
1050 WAIT 13000
1080 OUTPUT 711 ; "LMK"
1090 ENTER 711 t R(J)
1 1 00 PR I NT US I NG 1110 ; A < J ) , R < J ) * 1 000
1 1 50 IF R ( J ) >R ( J - 1 ) THEN GOTO 1 240
1160 IF J<5 THEN GOTO 1210
1170 IF J<N+1 THEN GOTO 1210
1180 IF R(J>>R(J-1) THEN GOTO 1260
1190 GOTO 1300
1210 A ( J-f-1 > =A(J> +D
1215 IF A ( J + 1 > >=A9 THEN GOTO 5000
1220 J=J+1
123 GOTO 1 3
1240 IF R3>R(J) THEN GOTO 1260
1245 R3=R(.J) @ Nl=-J @ A2=A(J)
1250 GOTO 1210
1260 PRINT "ERROR-Bessel -function not working change drive
amplitude increment"
1265 PRINT "For Frequency
"









1305 B5=<2*(R(Nl+2)-R(Nl-2) ) +R (Nl+1 ) -R (Nl-1 ) ) /10
1310 A4=(2*(R(Nl+2>+R(Nl-2)-R(Nl) > -R (Nl+1 > -R (Nl-1 ) ) / 14
1320 A0=A2-B5/ C2*A4> *D
1 330 X ( 1 ) = I NT ( 1 . 873*AO
)
1 340 1 <2> =INT ( 1 . 977*A0
1 350 X ( 3 ) = I NT ( 2 . 1 S5*A0
1360 X (4>=INT(2.2S9*A0>
1399 '
1400 I ******************* BESSEL ZERO ******************h
1401 X1,X2,Z1,Z2,X3=0
1 402 !
1403 DISP " "
1404 DISP " Bessel Zero Loop " ; F ( I ) ; "Hz
"
1405 DISP " Jll at max =";A0;" mV"
1407 DISP " "
1 40S DISP " J 1 1 ( mV ) OUT ( mV ) LC 1 ( mV )
1410 FOR K=l TO 4
1 420 OUTPUT 717 : " AM
"




1430 OUTPUT 711 ; "RE"
1440 WAIT 13
1 450 OUTPUT 711 ; " LMK
"
1460 ENTER 711 ; Y(K)
1470 OUTPUT 711 ; " IM3AA0B1 AV2NU2RE"
1480 WAIT 4500
1490 OUTPUT 711 •."LMK"
1500 ENTER 711 ; Z(K)
1510 X1=X1+X(K)
1 520 X2= X2+ X ( K ) * X < K
)
1530 X 3= X3+ X < K ) * Z ( K >
1540 Z1=Z1+Z(K)
1550 Z2=Z2+Z (K) *Z (K)
1560 OUTPUT 711 ; " IM1 AA1 AB0AV4NU4"
1570 DISP USING 1580 ; X <K> , 1000*Y (K) , 1000* Z <K>
1580 IMAGE 2X,5D,5X,2D.3D,4X,3D.D
1590 NEXT K
1600 k Zero crossing calculation STORE "ZER011"




1 640 B= ( Y ( 3 ) -Y ( 4 ) ) / ( X < 3 ) -X ( 4 ) )
1 650 0=Y ( 4 ) -B* X ( 4
)
1660 A6=(-C)/B
1 670 A7 ( I ) = ( A5+A6 ) /
2
1 680 A3 ( I ) = ( A5-A6 ) / ( 2*A7 ( I )
)
1700 ! LC-10 L. R. Interpolation
1710 ! V (LC-10) =M*A7 + P





























VCD =!1*A7 ( I ) +P
R2= (X3-Xl*Zl/4> •'"•2/ ( (X2-Xl*Xl/4) * (22-Zl*Zl/4> 5
R1=SQR(R2)
DISP " "
DISP "Fiber zero when drive"
D I SP A7 C I ) ; " mV +- " : 1 00*A8 ( I ) ; " 7.
"







*********-***-**-* OUTPUT AND DISPLAY ************-*--*-**
1
PRINT " Freq J-ll LC-10 ERROR (7.)"
FOR 1=1 TO N
PRINT USING 2050 : F ( I ) , A7 ( I ) , 10G0*V CI), 100*A8 ( I
)
IMAGE 2X , 4D , 2X , 5D , 2X , 4D . D , 4X , M3D. 2D
NEXT I
END
^********^***-^-*-*-*.-£-*.-* ERROR TRAPS **+*************-*--*--*--*-
DISP "Required drive voltage exceeds !';a9:" raV"
I = I-s-l <§ GOTO 620






RAW L>ATA FOR SINGLE FIBER OPTIC HYDROPHONE AT 517 HZ
•J-il Drive i Fundamental i 1"* Harmonic ! LC-iO






0.717 , 065 = 646
. 243 1 2 s?

























































O . 470 10,3
0.211 10.8
O , 0/-.4- i X
Second Run o~f Data
1500 0.407 0.959 9= 12
1490 0=382 1.10 9=06
1480 0.343 1.10 9=01
1470 0.309 1.15 8=95
1460 0.266 1.08 8=89
1 450 O =214 1 = 04 8 = 84
1440 0.139 1 = 05 3.78
1430 0. 149 1.07 8.72
1 420 . 11
O
1=16 8 . 65
1410 0.099 1.23 8.60
1 400 O = 078 1 . 34 8 = 54
1 390 . 068 1 . 37 8 . -48
1380 0=081 1.50 8=42
1350 O. 183 1.44 8.25
1300 . 3^8 1 . 48 7- :--?5
i l ^
J— 11 Drive ! Fundamental



































































































































7. Error P3*M l^c-io
l_C— 1 o
i/irad//iPa
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APPENDIX D
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Cosine 1000B r u.n
1. Spectrum Analyzer setting
2. Time Constant 1000 msec
3. J— 11 Drive voltaqe 5 Vac
250 m'v'ac
il9
Barnoski#— is 4 ivi
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